
King of Hell 1401 

Chapter 1401: No Mercy 

Lu Zhixi smiled slightly and said, “Tong Bing, don’t talk nonsense. How can people advance without 

taking medicinal pills? And it’s still in such a dangerous place? I think we should wake Xi Yue up. When 

he wakes up, everything will be clear.” 

Tong Bing walked slowly to Lu Zhixi’s side, touched his head, and showed a shy and embarrassed smile 

on his face, “Oh, I may be wrong. Right, how could Brother Xi Yue advance in this kind of place? I think 

she must still have a lot of medicine to cure the corpse puppet virus. Let’s wake him up first!” 

Wei Chengyuan took a deep breath, glanced at Tong Bing and several elders of the Doctors Association 

with a cold gaze, and said in a deep voice, “Xi Yue, she is indeed advancing, so you better not disturb 

her!” 

“Can your words prove anything?” Elder Qi sneered, “I think he’s just acting because he doesn’t want to 

treat us, right? Why don’t you wake him up and let him tell us by himself.” 

Qian Dazhuang said angrily, “You know that if people who are advancing being disturbed, they will go 

crazy and their dantians will shatter. You know Xi Yue is advancing, but you want to wake him up. Are 

you trying to harm him!” 

An elder surnamed Zhang in the Doctors Association seemed to be the oldest and the highest in 

cultivation. He had reached the late stage of the Nascent Soul Stage. 

At this time, he stroked his beard and smiled slightly, “We are just concerned about Student Xi Yue. Why 

don’t we check it first? If he is really advancing, we will make a decision again.” 

The long sword in Jin Zeyu’s hand suddenly came out of its sheath. He slashed fiercely on the ground, 

“Until Xi Yue succeeds in advancing, no one is allowed to approach. Otherwise, don’t blame me for not 

showing mercy!” 

“A mere kid at the Gold Core Stage dares to say showing no mercy?” Elder Zhang laughed. His voice was 

full of coldness and sarcasm. He suddenly stretched out his hand, “Take him down!” 

Zeng Shouyue was trembling with anger, “You… you want to sabotage Xie Yue’s advancement? You are 

too vicious! Aren’t you afraid of suffering your own karma?” 

Elder Qi sneered, “What are you talking about? For the safety of Miracle Healer Academy students, we 

are just asking Xi Yue to hand over the antidote…” 

“We don’t need you to represent us!” A cold female voice sounded with anger. 

Han Qianer held a long sword. Her pretty face seemed to be covered with a layer of frost. She walked 

quickly in front of Hexi and the others and said coldly, “I was also scratched by the corpse puppet, and 

I’m indeed itchy, but I believe that as long as Xi Yue wakes up, he will treat us for free. This elder, are 

you more afraid of death than a little girl like me? Can’t you even wait a little longer?” 

“You—!” Elder Qi’s face turned livid at what she said. 



But Elder Zhang took a step forward, and he said with a sullen face, “I remember, you are the little girl 

from the Han Family, right? Before you speak out, you better think clearly. If your grandfather knows 

that you offended our Doctors Association for such a kid, do you know what’s going to happen to you? 

What’s going to happen to your grandfather?” 

Elder Qi immediately laughed and said, “That’s right, you’d better think about whether your Han Family 

can afford to offend our Doctors Association. However, if you are sensible, I can give you a chance. As 

long as you give me Xi Yue’s head now, our Doctors Association will give the resources for the Feng 

Family to your Shui Yue Sect Han Family. How about that?” 

Listening to their threats and lures, Han Qianer’s frosty pretty face didn’t change a bit. 

  

Chapter 1402: Drugged 

At the end, Han Qianer said coldly, “I said these words and did these things because I wanted to do it. 

I’m just disgusted with what you did. It has nothing to do with Xi Yue, and it has nothing to do with the 

Han Family. Even if you ruin the entire Han Family, I will still say that.” 

“It’s the most shameless act to sabotage other people’s advancement. I stand up because I don’t want 

someone to use such indecent means against me at my critical moment one day.” 

Elder Zhang’s face was extremely ugly. He never expected that Han Qianer, as a member of the Han 

Family, would be so stubborn. 

Many students and elders of Miracle Healer Academy couldn’t help standing up after listening to Han 

Qianer’s words. 

Deputy Dean Jiang said with a serious face, “If there is anything, wait until Xi Yue succeeds in the 

advancement!” 

Xi Yue’s talent was obvious to all in the academy. This might also be the only talent that Miracle Healer 

Academy had produced in thousands of years that could rival the upper realm. In addition to her 

relationship with Venerable Hui Yue, how could Deputy Dean Jiang be willing to give up on her? 

The elders of the Doctors Association glanced at each other with treacherous smiles. 

The arrogant Elder Qi looked at Deputy Dean Jiang and the others with a sneer, “Just a bunch of old 

fools, what right do you have to stand here and talk to us?” 

Deputy Dean Jiang was taken aback for a moment, then burst into anger. Since he became a deputy 

dean, no one dared to be so arrogant to him. 

These Doctors Association people had been arrogant and domineering since the very beginning, and 

they even threw people of their academy as bait. He had long been displeased with them. 

Deputy Dean Jiang said with a sullen face, “Then what right do you have to dispose of my students? You 

better understand that they are students of Miracle Healer Academy, not disciples of your Doctors 

Association!” 



Li Chengqun, who had the hottest temper among the branch deans, yelled directly, “I have long dislikes 

these people of the Doctors Association. Let’s beat them to death together.” 

Doctors Association still had nearly 10 Nascent Soul Stage martial artists, but Miracle Healer Academy 

also had a lot of elders this time. Most of them were branch deans, so their strength was far beyond that 

of the Doctors Association. 

However, those members of the Doctors Association sneered. Seeing the elders of Miracle Healer 

Academy attacking them, they didn’t look nervous or scared at all. 

A bad premonition passed through Deputy Dean Jiang’s mind. 

Soon, his fears were confirmed. 

Li Chengqun should easily defeat Elder Qi whose strength was much lower than his. 

However, after Elder Qi launched his palm, Li Chengqun suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. He flew 

backward like a kite with a broken string. 

“Dean Li——!” 

What the hell happened? 

Zeng Shouyue caught Li Chengqun who was flying over. Li Chengqun’s face was ashen. His eyes were full 

of anxiety and resentment when looking at Zeng Shouyue as if he wanted to say something, but he 

finally passed out. 

Zeng Shouyue checked Li Chengqun’s pulse, and he was startled. He glanced at the people of the 

Doctors Association with fierce gaze, “What have you all done?!” 

Elder Qi laughed loudly, “Tsk tsk, you guys are the elders of Miracle Healer Academy? You only found 

out what we did now? After fighting the magical beast just now, when he took our medicinal pills, 

wasn’t he very grateful to us?” 

“I didn’t expect that a dean of the dignified Miracle Healer Academy didn’t even know that he was 

drugged. What a bunch of trash.” 

  

Chapter 1403: As Well Be Hanged for a Sheep as for a Lamb 

As soon as Elder Qi said this, all the students and elders of Miracle Healer Academy changed color. 

In the battle with the magical beast just now, no matter whether they were injured or not, they lost a lot 

of spiritual power and vitality. 

Therefore, except for those from Huang Medical Branch, most of the other students and elders took the 

medicinal pills given by the Doctors Association. 

However, they did not expect that these medicinal pills were actually poisoned. 

Deputy Dean Jiang tried to mobilize the spiritual power in his body, only to feel a colic pain in his 

dantian. He spat out a mouthful of blood. 



His face was very gloomy. He stared fiercely at Elder Qi and the others, gritted his teeth and said, “You… 

you dare to use such despicable and insidious means, why? The Doctors Association and Miracle Healer 

Academy are always interdependent. Aren’t you afraid that Miracle Healer Academy will break from the 

Doctors Association completely?” 

Elder Qi sneered. His eyes full of contempt for looking at dead things. 

Elder Zhang coughed and said slowly, “Of course, the Doctors Association and Miracle Healer Academy 

are closely related, and our relationship will become even closer in the future, especially when our 

president becomes the dean of Miracle Healer Academy.” 

“As for what happened today! Hehe, Deputy Dean Jiang, what you are suffering from is President Lu’s 

unique poison [Spirit Lock Pill]. Without President Lu’s antidote, you all will slowly lose your cultivation 

and finally died of pain.” 

“I believe you deans must know how to choose!” 

This is a threat! A naked threat! 

The ambitions of Lu Xuyang and the Doctors Association were too great. They not only wanted Xi Yue to 

die, but they also wanted to take this opportunity to control most of the students and elders of Miracle 

Healer Academy so that they could control the entire Miracle Healer Academy. 

Even if some elders here didn’t want to submit, most people’s lives were in the hands of the Doctors 

Association. They were completely helpless. 

Deputy Dean Jiang’s face was extremely ugly. He wanted to act recklessly, but the colic pain in the 

dantian and the fearful expressions of those students, all made him swallow his anger back. 

In Huang Medical Branch, someone suddenly said coldly, “Lu Zhixi, do you consider yourself a student of 

Miracle Healer Academy? You actually collude with outsiders to deal with your classmates and teachers 

like this. Where is your humanity?” 

Lu Zhixi frowned. Her face showed a sad expression as she said softly, “This student, please don’t 

slander me…” 

“Bah! Who slandered you!” Qian Dazhuang’s loud voice interrupted Lu Zhixi’s acting, “Don’t tell me you 

don’t know what the Doctors Association did? Okay! If you are really innocent, just let them hand out 

the antidote immediately! Aren’t you Lu Xuyang’s daughter? Don’t they all listen to you?” 

Lu Zhixi’s face turned uncertain. 

The people from Miracle Healer Academy all set their eyes on her. There was no longer respect and 

admiration in the past, only doubts and anger. 

The good reputation and prestige I had accumulated in Miracle Healer Academy are completely ruined 

at once. 

All of this is caused by Xi Yue! 



Since this is the case now, as well be hanged for a sheep as for a lamb, I must get rid of Xiyue, the 

scourge. 

Lu Zhixi took a deep breath and said coldly, “I don’t want to explain too much now. Our Doctors 

Association is doing this for everyone’s benefit. The traitor Xi Yue colluded with the magical beasts and 

betrayed mankind. We must get rid of her.” 

  

Chapter 1404: And Me 

“Now I declare, whoever kills Xi Yue first, I will give him the antidote of the [Spirit Lock Pill]. In the 

future, when my father takes over the academy, you will also be valued. Whether you are an elder or a 

student, after getting rid of Xi Yue, you will understand my painstaking efforts!” 

With that said, Lu Zhixi waved her hand and made an eye gesture at the elders of the Doctors 

Association behind her. 

“Who dares to touch my student? Over my dead body!!” Zeng Shouyue roared and rushed toward the 

elders of the Doctors Association. 

The scene was completely chaotic for a while. 

The strength of the Huang Medical Branch’s people was low, so the Nascent Soul Stage didn’t care about 

them at all. 

However, they seemed to have made up their minds to risk their lives to protect Xi Yue, not letting 

anyone get close. 

Most of the students and elders of Miracle Healer Academy stood aside with ugly faces, not helping 

each other. 

But there were also those, who were afraid of death and yearned for power, stood on the side of the 

Doctors Association. 

The strength of the two parties was too far apart, so no one thought that the Huang Medical Branch had 

the possibility of successfully protecting Xi Yue. 

But at this time, the people of the Doctors Association still looked ugly. 

Because they were really blocked by 2 Gold Core Stage students. 

Wei Chengyuan and Jin Zeyu had arranged a complex array when Xi Yue started to retreat. 

At this time, all the people of Huang Medical Branch stood at the array eyes and resisted desperately. 

Elder Qi slashed fiercely with the long sword. The array swayed violently. Zhang Chong, who was 

guarding the array eye, was unstable for a while, and blood overflowed from his mouth, but his feet 

remained still. 

“Do you really think a trash array can stop us?” Elder Qi said angrily, “Wei Chengyuan, we are giving you 

face for your master’s sake. If you insist on stopping us, don’t blame us for being rude!” 



“And you trash of the Huang Medical Branch, just hand over Xi Yue obediently. Otherwise, I will let you 

all die here tragically!” 

Wei Chengyuan didn’t speak, but with a pale face, he channeled the spiritual power that was about to 

be exhausted again to maintain the array. 

The eyes of several Doctors Association elders showed vicious determination. 

Then, they suddenly stood in a row with their hands pressed against each other. Spiritual power was 

circulating among them, and their cold and mocking eyes glanced at everyone of the Huang Medical 

Branch. 

Seeing this scene, Zeng Shouyue suddenly exclaimed, “No, you guys dodge—!” 

However, it was already too late. Elder Zhang on the front shouted and launched the spiritual power 

that gathered at his palms. 

There was a loud noise. 

The array, which was about to collapse, was shattered in the violent shock. 

Wei Chengyuan and Jin Zeyu both fell to the ground, spurting a mouthful of blood. 

The rest of the Huang Medical Branch were not much better either. Each of them felt burning pain in the 

dantian, and their blood was surging. They couldn’t even stand up. 

Elder Qi laughed out loud watching this scene, and he rushed toward Hexi impatiently. 

He must be the first to kill Xi Yue so that when the president gave the reward, he would be the biggest 

contributor. 

However, just as Elder Qi took a few steps, his legs were dragged by someone. 

Jin Zeyu lay on the ground, tightly grabbing his legs. His voice was hoarse and determined, “I said, as 

long as I’m still alive, no one can get close to Xi Yue!” 

“And me!” Qian Dazhuang rushed over, hugged Elder Qi’s thigh, and bit hard. 

  

Chapter 1405: Very Happy 

“And me! We must protect Xi Yue!” 

Elder Qi let out a miserable cry. He took a long time to channel his spiritual power and kicked everyone 

away one by one. 

His face was distorted due to madness. He stomped Jin Zeyu down with one foot, stomping his face into 

the soil, and said sinisterly, “You trash wants to stop me? Great! Since you want to court death, I will 

fulfill you!” 

Elder Qi raised his long sword and was about to stab Jin Zeyu. 

Suddenly, a purple shadow rushed toward him. 



Elder Qi was staggered by the purple shadow. His entire scalp and cheek were in burning pain. 

The purple whip shadow waved over Hexi who was sitting cross-legged in meditation as if expressing its 

determination and anger. 

Elder Zhang said in a deep voice, “It’s Purple Abyss Vine. It’s actually the demonic plant Purple Abyss 

Vine!” 

Purple Abyss Vine’s combat power was very strong, especially its enchantment. With the Purple Abyss 

Vine guarding Xi Yue, it would take a lot of effort for them to kill Xi Yue. 

Elder Zhang frowned, but suddenly he heard Lu Zhixi sneered and said, “Elder Zhang, don’t worry. I told 

my father that Xi Yue has Purple Abyss Vine, and my father had done the preparation.” 

As she spoke, she took out a black porcelain bottle, poured spiritual power into it, and then threw it in 

the direction of Purple Abyss Vine. 

“Zizizi——” A terrible scorching sound came. 

The purple vines were shaking wildly, and the rustling of the branches and leaves was like a painful 

whine. 

In just a short moment, those purple vines that were originally flying in the air withered. 

Because of the withering of Purple Abyss Vine, the figure of Hexi sitting cross-legged was quickly 

revealed. 

The beautiful young man’s skin was as white as snow, and his long eyelashes droop slightly. In the 

twilight of the morning light, he looks like the most beautiful and mysterious elf. Just looking at him 

made people’s hearts flutter and want to get close, but they couldn’t bear to profane. 

Lu Zhixi originally kept her image of a fairy and let others deal with Hexi. 

However, seeing this scene, her pretty face was almost distorted into a hideous face. 

Xi Yue is obviously a man, how can he still have an appearance that is not inferior to mine? How can he 

be favored by King of Hell Nangong Yu? 

I want to kill him! I must destroy him with my own hands! 

Lu Zhixi’s eyes were slightly red. She held a poisoned dagger in her hand as she walked toward Xi Yue 

step by step. 

“Xi Yue, die now!” 

The dagger, that was shining with purple light, was raised high and stabbed fiercely at the cross-legged 

Xi Yue. 

Suddenly, there was a “snap“. A vine slapped Lu Zhixi’s face and hand hard. 

Lu Zhixi defended in a hurry. The dagger cut through the vine, but she still felt a tearing pain on her face. 

Her blood dripped down. 



At the critical moment, Purple Abyss Vine used the last bit of her strength to deflect Lu Zhixi’s dagger 

away. 

But also because of the extreme poison on the blade, coupled with the corrosive poison just now, it no 

longer had the spiritual power to sustain her life. 

The purple vines meandered over at the end, wrapping Hexi gently. The slowly withered leaves rub 

Hexi’s warm and delicate cheeks. It was so soft and reluctant as if she was expressing her attachment 

and affection. 

Master, sorry. Little Purple can no longer protect you! 

Master, Little Purple is very happy to meet you, very happy! 

The purple leaves and vines withered. Even the main root was turned into powder and rotted in the soil. 

  

Chapter 1406: Protect To The Death 

In the void, a purple seed dropped into the Ninth Secluded Spirit Spring, falling into a deep sleep. 

Lu Zhixi clutched her injured face and neck, trying to stand up, but the severe pain made her groan. 

She channeled spiritual power to heal the wound on her face, but instead of getting better, the wound 

festered more and more. It even felt itchy. 

Lu Zhixi was terrified. When she saw that Xi Yue was safe and sound, the fear and anxiety in her heart 

turned into deep resentment. 

“Elder Qi, go and tear Xi Yue into pieces right now!” 

The sharp sound pierced the eardrums of everyone in the confinement space. 

Elder Qi just got rid of the entanglement of Qian Dazhuang and the others, then he jumped into the air 

and stabbed straight at Xi Yue. 

“Brother Xi Yue——!!” 

Zhang Yi yelled and rushed toward Xi Yue without thinking. 

With the piercing sound, Elder Qi’s sword pierced Zhang Yi’s back, and the tip of the sword pierced 

through Zhang Yi’s chest. It was just right next to Hexi’s dantian. 

Just a little bit, just a little bit, Xi Yue would die. 

Zhang Yi held on tightly to the sword that pierced his body, preventing it from hurting Xi Yue in the 

slightest. 

Then he turned around abruptly and threw a dark red centipede in his hand at Elder Qi who was relaxed. 

Elder Qi was caught off guard and was bitten on the nose by the centipede. He shouted and let go of the 

sword in his hand. 



Zhang Yi spat out a mouthful of blood and collapsed to the ground. He smiled: Brother Xi Yue, I can 

finally do something for you! 

“Little Yi——!!” Zhang Chong uttered a heart-piercing cry, then he rushed toward Elder Qi frantically. 

Seeing them fighting, Xi Yue narrowly escaped death again. 

Lu Zhixi was trembling all over with anger. She wanted to get up, but she felt that her face and neck 

were getting more and more itchy. She could only sternly shout at the pioneer branch students beside 

her, “Whoever kills Xi Yue, I will let you become Academy Student Council’s deputy president!” 

The students of the pioneer branch looked at each other, and many showed angry expressions of 

disapproval. But some people’s eyes lit up when they heard the deputy president. They approached Xi 

Yue one by one. 

“Everyone, we must defend even to the death. We must defend until Xi Yue succeeds in advancing!” 

“Yeah, we will defend Xi Yue to the death!” 

The Meridians Stage students of Huang Medical Branch as well as the students from other branches who 

had just been rescued by Xi Yue surrounded Xi Yue. 

They were all covered in wounds, but no one was willing to take a step back. 

The elders of the Doctors Association originally thought that killing the defenseless Xi Yue would be an 

easy task, but the bloody and resolute scene shocked everyone. 

No matter how shocked they were, they would not allow Xi Yue to live past today! 

Elder Zhang raised his hand, and a huge ball of lightning slowly condensed and compressed in his palm. 

Once it was released, it would be a powerful force that would destroy everything. 

=== 

Unlike the chaos outside, the void fell into a deathly silence at this time. 

Little Egg and Little Golden Dragon were originally ready to rush out the moment Lu Zhixi started. 

But suddenly, a powerful force swept the entire Sumeru Void. 

Little Egg and the others only felt indescribably comfortable around them as if their limbs were full of 

strength. 

But the eyelids became extremely heavy, then they were on the verge of fainting. 

  

Chapter 1407: I Will Fulfill You 

Hexi also sat next to the Ninth Secluded Spirit Spring as if in a deep sleep, but in fact, she was suffering 

from a pain that was like living hell. 

This was not the first time Hexi advanced, but it was unlike the previous times. Every inch of her bones 

and meridians had to be torn apart and reshaped. 



That’s right, her body was being torn apart by a powerful force. 

Afterward, a large amount of energy would flow out from her dantian, wrap around her body and repair 

her torn body. 

Flesh and bones were crushed inch by inch, then they were reassembled bit by bit. Such pain was 

definitely not something ordinary people could bear. 

Hexi gritted her teeth and persisted. She only had one belief in her heart, that was to live. She must live! 

The time passed minute by minute as if several hours had passed; it also seemed as if a century had 

passed. 

Hexi was almost numb in this pain. Suddenly, an extremely powerful sadness and reluctance came from 

her Divine Sense. 

It seemed to be saying goodbye to her, and it seemed to be gently comforting her, protecting her at all 

costs. 

Little Purple, it’s Little Purple! 

What happened?! 

Hexi’s frowned tightly. Sweats dripped from her forehead, but it was not because of the pain in his body, 

but because of the strong anxiety in her heart. 

She seemed to see countless blood rushing toward her, engulfing Little Purple, her friends, relatives, and 

her lover. 

Am I going to lose them? No! No way! If I lose them, what’s the point of working hard so far! 

“Want to really get stronger?” Yes! 

“Do you want to gain the power of wood source and the ability to control the life and death of the 

others?” I want! 

“Even if you will become the target of thousands of people, even if your life will never be peaceful?” 

Hexi took a deep breath and answered word by word in her heart: As long as I can keep the person I 

care about, I’m willing to bear any price! 

“Okay, I will help you! The first level of source power is unlocked!” 

There was a vague voice in her ears. It sounded like a man but also like a woman. 

As soon as the last sentence came out, Hexi only felt that the power that was only oozing from her 

dantian burst out suddenly. 

=== 

In the confinement space, the thunder ball in Elder Zhang’s hand became smaller and smaller, but it 

exuded terrifying power. 

Then he threw it toward Hexi with a cold expression. 



Fang Yuan didn’t even think about it. He rushed over to cover Hexi with his body. His body was 

trembling with fear, but he refused to take a step back. 

Hong An, Zhang Chong, and countless students of the Huang Medical Branch also rushed over. 

At that moment, they even forgot how dangerous the thunderball was and how dangerous the attack of 

Nascent Soul Stage martial artists was. They only thought about saving Xi Yue’s life. 

There were many elders and students at Miracle Healer Academy who recognized this attack. 

Dean Huang panicked and shouted, “Get out of the way, it’s a [Hurricane Thunderstorm]. The 

surrounding area will be flattened. Not only can you not save Xi Yue, you will die too!” 

Everyone heard Dean Huang’s shout, but no one retreated. 

Some of the students of the Miracle Healer Academy couldn’t help turning their heads, and tears slid 

down from their eyes. 

“Boom——” The violent sound shook the sky. Several trees in the confinement space were shaken to 

the ground. 

Dean Huang covered his face dejectedly, full of unwillingness and anger. 

He didn’t dare to look at those students and didn’t dare to imagine how bloody their corpses were. 

  

Chapter 1408: Perfect Stage Advance 

However, a student suddenly exclaimed, “How… how is it possible?! They are all fine! Xi Yue is all 

right?!” 

Dean Huang opened his eyes suddenly, and he saw the rolling dust settling. Finally, the students of 

Huang Medical Branch appeared in the center of the thunderstorm. 

They were all covered in dust and their hair was disheveled, but they didn’t have the slightest injury on 

their bodies. 

“We… didn’t die?” Everyone looked at each other in dismay. There was the joy of surviving death, “What 

happened?” 

In the next moment, the world shook, and a dazzling light bloomed brilliantly. 

“Pulala“—thousands of birds flew up from the forest, leaped into the sky, and swooped down again. 

“Chachacha” – this is hundreds of millions of insects and ants crawling out of the cave, moving 

desperately in one direction. 

“Shashasha” – these were countless flowers and trees shaking their branches and leaves, telling the 

crazy joy and yearning. 

The magical beast forest was like a sleeping monster that suddenly woke up. 

All things were in joy and vegetation grew wildly, just to welcome the arrival of the wood source! 



There were colorful clouds in the sky. There were crackling lightning and thunder in the clouds as if 

there would be a thunder calamity at any time, but when they reached the top of Xi Yue’s head, they 

condensed into whirlpools and emitted a dazzling white light. 

Hexi, who was sitting cross-legged against the rock, suddenly floated up into the air. The white light 

formed by the vortex enveloped her, making it impossible to see the scene inside. 

Deputy Dean Jiang kept staring blankly. Until this scene appeared, he said in a trembling tone, “It’s a 

perfect stage advance. It’s actually a perfect stage advance.” 

All eyes fell on Xi Yue, but at this moment, the dazzling white light had completely enveloped Xi Yue, 

making it difficult to see her clearly. 

The elders of the Doctors Association all looked extremely ugly, but most of them were shocked and 

unbelievable. 

Those of them who were doctors knew better than anyone how impossible it was to advance to the 

perfect stage. 

Even in the Siam Continent, there was no one out of 10,000 people who could reach the perfect stage. 

But this was only in Miluo Continent! Someone actually did it. 

And… Elder Zhang suddenly opened his mouth and said in a hoarse and sharp voice, “How is it possible? 

Isn’t he at the Foundation Establishment stage? Even if he advances, he should break through the 

Meridians Stage, but this spiritual power and this thunder calamity are clearly signs of condensing the 

gold core!” 

“He… he is breaking through to the Gold Core Stage!” 

Gold Core Stage?! From the Foundation Establishment stage directly to the Gold Core Stage?! 

How could such an unimaginable thing happen? However, at this moment, it happened clearly before 

everyone’s eyes. 

Lu Zhixi shook her head crazily. Her whole face was distorted ferociously. Because of the wound caused 

by Purple Abyss Vine, the originally elegant and noble Fairy Zhixi now looked like an ugly female ghost. 

She kept shouting in her mouth, “Impossible! Impossible! Xi Yue is just a trash. How could he advance to 

the perfect stage? How could he advance to the Gold Core stage? No! No! I want him to die, I want him 

to die. I want him to die immediately!!” 

As Lu Zhixi said that, she screamed hysterically, “You all go and kill Xi Yue before he advances! Kill him! 

Kill him!!” 

The faces of the elders of the Doctors Association became more and more serious. They also realized 

that if they could not kill Xi Yue now, the consequences would be unimaginable later. 

  

Chapter 1409: Birds, Beasts, Ants 

This was their last chance! 



Elder Zhang took out a long sword in his hand and pointed at Hexi, “Kill him at all costs…” 

Elder Zhang hadn’t finished speaking when an elder screamed suddenly. 

Everyone looked over in astonishment, then they widened their eyes wide in horror. 

That the elder’s body was covered with all kinds of poisonous insects at some point. No matter how he 

used spiritual power to drive them away, these poisonous insects seemed to be fearless. They got into 

his eyes, ears, mouth and nose one by one. 

“Ah—!” The elder let out a miserable scream. He finally threw away his long sword and rolled on the 

ground. 

A dignified Nascent Soul Stage martial artist was forced into a panic by a group of bugs. He forgot about 

attacking and killing, only screaming in fear. 

A similar situation happened to other elders of the Doctors Association. 

Some of them were attacked by countless trees and vines. All their magic weapons were swept away by 

the vines; Some of them suddenly had a hole under their feet. Their feet sank into it and got bitten by 

something. They couldn’t break free from it; Countless bird pooped feces into their eyes, blurring their 

vision, then thousands of birds swooped down and pecked their eyes blind. 

The people of the Huang Medical Branch were all stunned by this scene. They were dumbfounded 

staring at the people of the Miracle Healer Academy who suddenly became distraught. 

Qian Dazhuang wiped the sweat from his face and laughed, “What’s going on? Why do the birds, beasts, 

insects and ants in the forest seem to be crazy? But it feels so good to see these bastards in a mess!” 

Chen Xiaofeng swallowed a fishy sweetness in his throat. He thought that his dantian meridians would 

be torn apart due to overusing spiritual power, but when he channeled spiritual power, he suddenly 

found that his whole body was very comfortable as if he was not injured at all. 

“Da Zhuang, do you find it strange?” 

“Strange about what?” 

“Why do these insects only attack the people of the Doctors Association, but not us?” 

Qian Dazhuang took it for granted, “Of course it’s because these beasts are so devoid of conscience that 

the insects and birds despise them.” 

Chen Xiaofeng’s mouth twitched, then he said, “Have you noticed that our wounds are healing?” 

Qian Dazhuang was taken aback. When he was about to check, Zhang Chong’s crying voice came from 

not far away, “Little Yi, how are you…” 

However, before Zhang Chong could finish crying, his eyes widened in shock. 

Because he found that the fatal wound on his brother’s chest was healing at a speed visible to the naked 

eye. 



Immediately afterward, everyone in Huang Medical Branch, including Wei Chengyuan, discovered that 

their wounds were healing. Their exhausted spiritual power was slowly filling up. 

What… what the hell is going on here? 

Jin Zeyu’s eyes swept over Hexiw with a hint of worry. Suddenly, he caught a glimpse of something and 

immediately said in a deep voice, “Look, what is that?” 

Everyone followed his gaze and saw that the depths of the magical beast forest were shining with silver 

light, illuminating the brightened sky like a scorching sun. 

That silver light continued to spread around as if it wanted to cover the entire magical beast forest. 

Jin Zeyu immediately said, “It seems that our injuries can be healed immediately, these birds, beasts, 

insects and ants suddenly go crazy because of this white light. What is this exactly?” 

  

Chapter 1410: Original Face 

Sure enough, as soon as Jin Zeyu said this, they originally wondered if Hexi caused all this, but they 

quickly focused on the white light. Many people wondered in amazement what happened to the magical 

beast forest. 

The white vortex emitted a dazzling white light, covering Hexi and making it difficult for people to see 

what happened inside. 

Therefore, no one saw that the green light representing the source of life was continuously emitting 

from Hexi in the white light, then it leaked into the air because it could not be completely covered. 

It was the leak of that little bit of wood source that caused the entire magical beast forest to wake up 

and all living beings fell into madness. 

Even Jin Zeyu was just guessing that these changes might be related to Xi Yue. Just in case it would 

arouse fear and covetousness from others, he directed everyone’s attention in another direction. 

However, among all the people present, there was still one person who noticed the leaked wood source. 

Tong Bing raised his head, staring at the glaring white vortex with scorching eyes. In those clear and 

pitiful deerlike eyes, there were gloom and greed churning in the depth. 

Wood spiritual root, pure wood spiritual power, it’s mine! I must snatch it! I must! 

Thinking of this, Tong Bing quietly walked around behind Hexi, then his body slowly floated up. 

Because of the chaos in the confinement space, coupled with the cover of the white vortex, no one 

noticed Tong Bing’s actions at this moment. 

After approaching Hexi, Tong Bing’s deerlike eyes flickered for a while and gradually turned into 

beastlike vertical pupils. 

His hand also began to condense beastkin aura— yes, not spiritual power but beastkin aura. It slowly 

penetrated through the white vortex. 



The wood spiritual power that originally spread around the forest slowly converged toward Tong Bing’s 

palm after Tong Bing made a move. 

There was an ecstatic light on Tong Bing’s face. It was wood spiritual power; pure and vigorous wood 

spiritual power. It was even a thousand times purer than the wood spiritual root he originally had. 

Even if he only absorbed this bit of leaked aura, his dantian began to expand, and his spiritual power 

became full. If he could devour the entire wood spiritual root… 

Tong Bing let out a low laugh. He rushed toward the center of the vortex: Xi Yue, don’t blame me! You’re 

the only one to blame. You are so cruel. I have begged you so much, and you still refuse to take care of 

me! You’re the only one to blame. Why did you seduce Brother Xuan Mu and let me fall to the point 

where I was abandoned by everyone. 

=== 

In the white mist of the confinement space, there was another person or another beastkin who saw this 

scene clearly. 

Li Yu originally hoped to secretly rescue Xi Yue after the corpse puppet virus broke out to repay her life-

saving grace. 

Who knows, she saw this person. 

She remembered Tong Bing, this bastard, who repaid kindness with enmity. She remembered this bad 

guy who ruined Brother Feng Luan’s kindness. 

Feng Luan and his older brother Feng Shan were originally 2 kind beastkins. 

Even being imprisoned by humans, being tortured constantly, and being robbed of their inheritance 

power, they didn’t hate humans because of it. 

But because of this person, this young man who was also caught. When he first came, he was so weak, 

so pitiful, and so innocent, so he tricked Brother Fengshan to care and love him, treating him as his best 

friend. 

 


